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Presentation Notes
Good morning.I am Tonya Bartell, and this is Corey Drake.We are teacher educators at Michigan State University. Corey led our workshop sessions, and today I present our ideas on confronting deficit perspectives and developing an asset-based focus on children and families.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
As you know from the workshop sessions, the work we share today is grounded in large part in our work with colleagues on the TEACH Math – Teachers Empowered to Advance Change in Mathematics Project. 



TEACH Math Project Goals
 To design and study instructional modules for K-8 

mathematics methods courses that explicitly 
develop prospective teachers’ competencies 
related to children’s mathematical thinking and 
children’s community/cultural/linguistic funds of 
knowledge.

 To support and study early career teachers’ 
practices related to connecting to children’s 
multiple mathematical knowledge bases in their 
mathematics teaching.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The TEACH Math project had two primary goals.First, we designed and studied instructional modules for K-8 mathematics methods courses that explicitly develop prospective teachers’ competencies related to children’s mathematical thinking AND children’s community, cultural, and linguistic funds of knowledge.Second, we supported and studied early career teachers’ practices related to connecting these ideas – what we came to call children’s multiple mathematical knowledge bases – in their mathematics teaching.



Guiding Principles Across Projects
Our Principles Dominant Narratives

Partnering with families and 
communities as integral to daily work 
of teaching mathematics.

Connections to families and 
communities around mathematics 
learning as add-on activity and uni-
directional

Strengths-based perspective on 
children, teachers, families, and 
communities as resources for 
mathematics learning

Prevailing deficit views of children’s 
mathematical learning, family support, 
and communities based on race, 
class, culture, and language

Consistent and integrated attention to 
children’s mathematical thinking and 
cultural/community funds of 
knowledge

Strong and consistent focus 
on/attention to children’s 
mathematical thinking is sufficient

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Our work has been guided by the following principles – directly working to confront dominant narratives.Working against efforts to connect to families and communities around mathematics learning as an add-on activity and uni-directional (in that the focus is on teachers communicating with families), we see partnering with families and communities as integral to the daily work of teaching mathematics.In this way, we reject deficit views of children and families and work toward a strengths-based perspective.This goes beyond an idea that strong and consistent focus on or attention to mathematical thinking alone is sufficient – instead, equitable mathematics teaching requires consistent and integrated attention to children’s mathematical thinking AND their cultural and community funds of knowledge.



Guiding Principles Across Projects
Our Principles Dominant Narratives

Partnering with families and 
communities as integral to daily work 
of teaching mathematics.

Connections to families and 
communities around mathematics 
learning as add-on activity and uni-
directional

Strengths-based perspective on 
children, teachers, families, and 
communities as resources for 
mathematics learning

Prevailing deficit views of children’s 
mathematical learning, family support, 
and communities based on race, 
class, culture, and language

Consistent and integrated attention to 
children’s mathematical thinking and 
cultural/community funds of 
knowledge

Strong and consistent focus 
on/attention to children’s 
mathematical thinking is sufficient
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Presentation Notes
Today’s talk is focused on the second guiding principle – toward a strengths or asset based perspective.



Deficit Perspectives

Deficit perspectives attribute children’s 
school failures to perceived deficits 
within the children or their families.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In our work with both prospective and practicing teachers, we often hear deficit perspectives voiced about children or their families.Deficit perspectives generally appear in the labels we use for students or families. These labels construct students or their families as lacking in some way and blame the student or family for current issues.Said another way, ENTERa deficit perspective attributes many children’s school failures to perceived deficits within the children or their families. 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Take a moment to consider this cartoon.We use this cartoon here to make a couple of points. First, deficit perspectives exist about teachers, too! This is important to our efforts toward equity, but our focus today is on our students.Second, deficit perspectives are not inherently part of what we know about students or their families. Rather, deficit perspectives occur when these labels are constructed and operationalized in such a way that students or their families are deemed lacking.



For Example…
Label Deficit Discourse

TV on 24/7 The sparsely decorated living room has a huge television 
that is playing loudly, though there is no one watching 
the cartoon. The only things on the wall are a couple of 
photos of fast cars. A well-worn sofa sits opposite the TV. 
There are video games on the shelf by the TV, there is an 
assortment of random papers on the coffee table. I look 
for, but see, no books. 

Child’s 
Guardian

Their guardian didn’t come to student-teacher conferences; 
therefore teacher concludes that the guardian doesn’t seem 
to care about their child’s education enough to make it a 
priority to attend



Black Boys & Mathematics       (PSTs, Aguirre 2015)
 Pipe line to Prison

 Adult-ified

 Low Expectations

 Don’t feel they need 
math, want to be 
successful at sports

 Lots of energy

 Low attention

 Families don’t support

 Not math people, not interested in math

 Poor math students

 Candidates for high drop out rates

 Held back

 Slow learners

 Not motivated/ambitious

Deficit-Framed 
Discourse



AND …
this language is often heard about students and 
families from marginalized groups



What language have you 
heard used about groups 

of students and their 
families from marginalized 

groups?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
10:45 (15 minutes)Turn and talk to your neighbor. What language have you heard used about groups of students and their families in your school or community?(depending on clock and nature of set up, may have some people share their discussions)



Deficit Discourses Are Situated
Individual Level of Oppression: the video we watched

Institutional Level of Oppression: Black boys disciplined 
disproportionately compared to white peers

Cultural Level of Oppression: Narrative in media and 
society in general that white folks are safer, less 
violent, better citizens

Presenter
Presentation Notes
These deficit discourses are situated in broader structures. Ideas from the media, the teacher’s lounge, and society at large are rife with descriptions – usually stereotypical – about children and families from marginalized groups.If we think about deficit language as situated within systems of privilege and oppression, we see, for example, that differential and unequal treatment is institutionalized and systematic – to a point that it seems “normal.”ENTERIn our example of black boys as troublemakers, for instance, this plays out in the individual interactions the boy has with his teacher. In that moment, we see the individual level of oppression in operation through the teacher’s beliefs, feelings, and thoughts about individuals different from them.But this also plays out on the institutional level, for example, with Black boys being disciplined in school at a higher rate than their white peers. At the cultural level, these reflect a narrative, often portrayed over and over in the media, that white folks are safer, less violent, and better citizens. These are not truths, but they have been come to be viewed as normal or true because of the proliferation at these multiple levels. 
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Scholar Marilyn Frye uses the metaphor of a birdcage to describe the interlocking forces of oppression. If you stand close to a birdcage and press your face against the wires, your perception of the bars will disappear, and you will have an almost unobstructed view of the bird. ENTERIf you turn your head to examine one wire of the cage closely, you will not be able to see the other wires. If your understanding of the cage is based on this view, you may not understand why the bird doesn’t just go around the single wire and fly away. As Robin DiAngelo writes about this in the book White Fragility, you might even assume that the bird likes or chose its place in the cage.ENTERBut if you stepped back and took a wider view, you would begin to see that the wires come together in a pattern that works to hold the bird firmly in place. Again, as DiAngelo writes in her book White Fragility, it now becomes clear that a network of systematically related barriers surrounds the bird. This bird cage metaphor helps us see why systems of oppression can be hard to see and recognize, we have a limited view. In this way, we may not immediately see or recognize that what we notice about students and families reflects broader deficit narratives at play. After beginning to recognize this, however, and understanding what deficit perspectives are and are not, we have a responsibility, if committed to equity, to begin to consider how to actively work against these structures, removing bars of the cage, or removing the cage completely. 



Constructing Counternarratives
Deficit Discourse

Beliefs or stereotypes 
that negatively 

position (groups of) 
students and/or their 

families

Counter Narrative
Arguments that 

dispute commonly 
held beliefs or 

stereotypes about 
historically and 
systematically 

marginalized groups

Presenter
Presentation Notes
One way to begin this work is to generate counter narratives. While deficit discourse is the beliefs or stereotypes that negatively position (groups of) students and/or their families, counter narratives are arguments that dispute commonly held beliefs or stereotypes about historically and systematically marginalized groups.Let’s return to some of our previous examples to begin to see what this might look like.



Revised (Counter) Narrative

When we return to the living room, decorated with sports car 
photos, there is a TV playing loudly. I decided to ask, “Hey, 
Jenice, what are you watching?” She invited me to sit down 
on the comfy couch. She tells me about Spongebob and then 
next comes Ben 10. Jenice stands to act out a particularly 
ridiculous interaction with Patrick on Ben 10. I notice the video 
games, so I ask what her family’s favorite video games are. 
Mrs. Jenkins says she tries to purchase educational games 
because she likes that they can have fun in the safety of their 
home. On the coffee table in front of the sofa, there are 
receipts clipped together, a newspaper, and a couple of 
local city and children’s magazines. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Remember the teacher’s description of the student’s living room after a visit? The teacher was asked to re-write the story of her visit with a more strengths or asset-based view. Here is an alternative description of that experience:“When we return to the living room, decorated with sports car photos, there is a TV playing loudly. I decided to ask, “Hey, Jenice, what are you watching?” She invited me to sit down on the comfy couch. She tells me about Spongebob and then next comes Ben 10. Jenice stands to act out a particularly ridiculous interaction with Patrick on Ben 10. I notice the video games, so I ask what her family’s favorite video games are. Mrs. Jenkins says she tries to purchase educational games because she likes that they can have fun in the safety of their own home. On the coffee table in front of the sofa, there are receipts clipped together, a newspaper, and a couple of local city and children’s magazines.



Toward A Counternarrative

Deficit Discourse

Their guardian didn’t come to student-teacher conferences; therefore 
teacher concludes that the guardian doesn’t seem to care about their 
child’s education enough to make it a priority to attend

What might be reasons for 
guardians to miss student 

conferences?

What evidence do you have that 
the guardian does not seem to 
care much about their child’s 

education?

Research details how assumptions about 
appropriate time for student-teacher conferences 
(e.g., in the evening, presuming everyone works a 

9-5 job) reflects middle-class norms.

Research documents that guardians show care about 
their child’s education in a myriad of ways, such as 

helping with homework, making sure their child has good 
attendance, or believing that if something is not going 

well, a teacher will contact guardians so as best support 
the child.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let’s also consider our student-teacher conference example. Recall the teacher’s initial view of the student-teacher conference where they thought that since the guardian didn’t attend the conference, they likely didn’t care about their child’s education enough to make it a priority to attend.If we were in a discussion with a colleague that expressed these views, we might ask questions toward reframing the narrative. We might ask questions such as:ENTERWhat might be reasons for guardians to miss student conferences?ENTERWhat evidence do you have that the guardians do not seem to care much about their child’s education?Or, you might share research relevant to the comment, such as:ENTERResearch details how assumptions about appropriate time for student-teacher conferences (e.g., in the evening, presuming everyone works a 9-5 job) reflects middle-class norms.ENTERResearch documents that guardians show care about their child’s education in a myriad of ways, such as helping with homework, making sure their child has good attendance, or believing that if something is not going well, a teacher will contact guardians so as to best support the child.



Black Boys & Mathematics       (PSTs, Aguirre 2015)
 High Expectations

 High Energy to learn

 Knowledgeable and 
mature

 College bound

 Loves math

 Scholar athletes

 Interested in Math

 Families Support

 Families Care

Mathematical thinkers

Care about learning

 Highly capable

 Leaders

Motivated

 Successful Graduates

Strength-Framed 
Discourse

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In our example with black boys and mathematics, prospective teachers prepared a list that reflected a strength-framed, rather than deficit-framed discourse, noting



GENERATE 
COUNTERNARRATIVES

Consider the examples 
you discussed earlier with 

your neighbor. Work 
together to generate  

counter narratives.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
11:10 (40 minutes)Now it’s your turn. Consider one example you discussed earlier with your neighbor.Work together to generate counter narratives.[depending on time, may have people share out deficit language and counter narratives]



Focus On What Kids Can Do

Presenter
Presentation Notes
11:15 (45 minutes)Some other versions of this idea of counter narratives include looking not at what student’s don’t know or what they cannot do, but rather at what they can do. This is a key message from CGI. For example, watch the following video clip. This is a number talk (CITE) in a fifth-grade classroom that was conducted at the beginning of class. Then, talk with your neighbor about what you noticed regarding what kids can do or what they know. Fifth grade, 116 + 118: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hJWd1dZnD9U



Implicit Racial Attitudes (BATTEY, BARTELL, & WEBEL, UNDER REVIEW)

 Implicit  racial attitudes: unconscious beliefs and feelings, resulting 
from exposure to broader, stereotypical, deficit narratives of 
historically marginalized groups

 Demographic survey (including frequency of interactions)
 Assessed math knowledge for teaching, implicit attitudes test, and 

color-blind racial attitude scale
 Two videos; Same task and manipulatives; predominantly African 

American students or predominantly White students
 “Please describe the strategies used to solve the problem in the 

video.” “What was mathematically important in the thinking that the 
students in the video shared?”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
11:22 (52 minutes)As we expected, pointing out what kids know and can do is a strength of this group, and of many teachers. Yet we’ve been talking about deficit perspectives and broader systemic narratives that influence our interactions with our students. In a study I conducted with my colleagues Dan Battey and Corey Webel, we explored potential relationships between a teacher’s racial attitudes and their interpretations of students’ mathematical thinking. ENTER - Implicit racial attitudes are unconscious feelings and beliefs, resulting from exposure to broader, stereotypical deficit narratives of historically marginalized groups99 prospective teachers from five different institutions participated in our study. We gathered demographic information about the teachers, including their rating of their frequency of interactions with African American, white, Latinx, and Asian communities. We assessed their mathematical knowledge for teaching, their implicit attitudes, and their color-blind racial attitudes. We engaged teachers in watching two videos, randomly selected for order. The videos included the same mathematics problem and use of manipulatives, but main difference was one class of predominantly African American students and one of predominantly white students. Prospective teachers were asked, “Please describe the strategies used to solve the problem in the video.” and “What was mathematically important in the thinking that the students in the video shared?”



A GLANCE AT QUALITATIVE RESULTS
Descriptions of White students Descriptions of Black students

Could logically understand and 
fully explain their reasoning

Using just basic visualization; they 
were able to interpret

Capably used the rods to explain Used the rods to see correlation

Used rods to show that he knew, 
not just making sense of but 
actually showing

Used division to solve, reasoning 
incorrect, tried to make sense 
and tried to reason out

The students looked at … means 
they are the same … noticed … 
both of the boys’ reasoning 
correct

Used manipulatives … know by 
the picture … students lacked 
clarity getting their ideas across

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I don’t have time to go into our various findings, so here I share a glance at our qualitative results as illustrated in this table. Each row consists of statements made by the SAME prospective teacher about the different videos, in some cases where Black student video shown first and in others where white student video shown first. Qualitatively different language



We care about our students, and it is often “natural” to 
think about what is needed or missing with respect to a 
person or situation. 

This is not meant to be presented as an overly hopeful or 
naïve approach … It is intricately linked to systematic 
oppression and thus requires explicit and purposeful 
effort and work.

There are power differentials between teachers and 
students. With a strength-based approach, you are a 
listener and learner, learning from students and their 
families.

Concluding Thoughts

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Strengths based approach – with both CGI and equity  - listener and learner
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